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Abstract
Background/aim: Biotinidase de�ciency (BTD) is characterized by broad genotypic variants and unsteady biotinidase activity. Increasing
enzyme activity and maturation throughout childhood. This study aims to reveal the course of biotinidase activities in a long-term follow-up
period and concordance with their genotypes .

Participants/Methods: A total of 1,773 biotinidase enzyme (BT) activity measurements were performed in 711 newborns with variants in
the BTD gene over a 4-year follow-up period. Biochemical phenotyping was classi�ed into four groups based on the highest measured
enzyme activity level during the follow-up: Profound(≤10%), Partial(10.1-30%), Heterozygous(30.1-66.5%), and Normal(>66.6%).

Results: The number of participants with BTD in the biochemical phenotype groups assigned based on the �rst measurement was 59, 217,
314, and 121 in the profound, partial, heterozygous, and normal groups respectively. Based on the highest measurement value during
follow-up, the number and net changes of participants in groups were 22(-37), 95(-122), 333(+19), and 261(+140), respectively. The overall
concordance between genotypes and biotinidase activities based on the highest measurement was 50.7%. A moderate correlation was
found between the highest enzyme value and age (r=-0.573, p=0.002) in heterozygous plus normal biochemical phenotype groups in �rst
months.

Conclusion:This study shows that the biotinidase activities increase at a later age after neonatal period during long-term follow-up, and
there is low concordance between the biochemical phenotype and their genotype. These �ndings indicate the important role of the
monitoring the course of biotinidase enzyme activities for a longer period of time to determine the treatment decision.

What Is Known
Biotinidase enzyme activity is low in newborns compared to later ages.

Biotinidase activity increases with age, which changes biotin treatment approaches.

What is new

This paper reports long-term results of biotinidase activity after the neonatal period.

This paper reports genotype concordance of varying biochemical phenotypes.

Introduction
Biotin is a micronutrient that plays a role in fat, carbohydrate, and protein metabolism. It acts as a cofactor of four important carboxylase
enzymes (1). Biotinidase is an enzyme that recycles biotin by releasing it from biotinylated proteins such as holocarboxylase. Children with
severe biotinidase de�ciency (BTD) can present with neurodevelopmental delay, seizure, visual loss, sensorineural hearing loss, rash, and
even immune disorders at any age from newborn to adulthood if untreated (1, 2). Untreated cases with severe BTD may present with
metabolic acidosis, lactic acidosis, and hyperammonemia. After neonatal screening implementations, poor clinical consequences became
preventable with early diagnosis. De�nitive diagnosis for BTD is based on measuring enzyme activity (3). There are four biochemical
phenotypes de�ned using a classi�cation based on residual enzyme activity: profound (≤10%), partial (10.1-30%), heterozygous (30.1-
66.5%), and normal (>66.6%) (4).

BTD is one of the most common inborn metabolic disorders inherited by an autosomal recessive pattern (1). The incidence is 1:40 000-1:
60 000/live birth, although it may vary between countries by ethnicity (5, 6, 7). In Turkey, the disease frequency is as high as 1:7116 (8).
Similarly, the incidence is higher in countries where consanguineous marriage is high, such as Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates
(7, 9).

Genotype and biochemical phenotype concordance may not always be as expected in BTD, and it may cause challenges in diagnosis,
follow-up, and treatment. To date, over 200 pathogenic variants have been identi�ed for the BTD gene responsible for BTD (10). Globally,
the most common variant is p.D444H, but the incidence rate varies from country to country (11, 12, 13). The various combinations of
severe and mild variants in the alleles cause the phenotypic variation, and the biochemical properties of biotinidase may lead to an
unsteady biochemical phenotype. Biotinidase activity does not act along a continuous spectrum (14). Therefore, using speci�ed cut-off
values to identify the phenotypes may not always re�ect the expected genotype. Biotinidase activity shows biphasic kinetics, which can
lead to clinical heterogeneity (15). In addition, enzyme maturity develops with age (16). The screening tests for BTD are usually performed
within 3–5 days when the enzyme activity value is the lowest. Therefore, phenotypic groups identi�ed in the early neonatal period can
change. These factors pose challenges in evaluating neonatal screening results, and newborns are over-diagnosed with BTD. Appropriate
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treatment may be di�cult for each patient, and it can also lead to increased concerns about cost-effectiveness (17). Furthermore, some
methodological issues in biotinidase enzyme activity measurement can confuse the relationship between phenotype and genotype (18, 19).

The most commonly used method for biotinidase activity measurement is colorimetric assay. It is well known that the following affect the
measurement (3, 18): preanalytical conditions such as neonatal jaundice, prematurity, temperature, storage and transport conditions, or
issues with the analytical method such as quanti�cation, calibration, reference intervals, or even post-analytical conditions such as test
interpretation and reporting errors. Therefore, previous some guidelines were prepared for the elimination and standardization of analytical
issues (14).

Considering all these, making a decision based on a single biotinidase measurement in the neonatal period alone will lead to confusion in
determining the biochemical phenotype, clinical follow-up and appropriate treatment. Currently, there have not been enough studies
reporting long-term consequences by performing multiple biotinidase activity tests. This study aimed to reveal the long-term results of the
compatibility between genotype and biochemical phenotype by performing sequential tests over a 4-year follow-up period.

Participants And Methods
This was a single-center, observational, cross-sectional study. Approval was obtained from the Clinical Research Ethics Committee. Written
consent was obtained from all parents. Following the national screening protocol, the �rst blood sample was collected with �ltered papers
3–5 days after birth. Patients with a positive result for biotinidase de�ciency applied to our centerfor con�rmation within the �rst month
after birth. The study population consisted of these children, referred for diagnosis con�rmation and follow-up. Con�rmation tests were
quantitatively studied using the colorimetric method. More than one enzyme activity measurement was performed if the enzyme activity
was lower than 30% of the normal enzyme activity or it was detected to be between cut-off borderlines to determine biochemical
phenotypes (borderline; cut-off point±0.1). The test was repeated when there was a presence of discordance between expected phenotypes
versus genotype. Molecular analysis was performed for BTD gene variants on all participants.

Participants

Participants (n=711) consisted of non-relative newborns referred to the Neonatal Biotinidase Screening Program with positive results
between March 2016 and December 2019. The numbers of participants admitted over the years of the study were as follows: 2016 (n=88),
2017 (n=140), 2018 (n=238), and 2019 (n=245). The vast majority of the �rst con�rmatory tests were carried out within the �rst month after
birth. There was an average of 3 months (±15 days) between multiple enzyme activity measurements. The ages of the participants were
determined as days. A total of 1,773 enzyme activity measurements were performed on all participants. The number of performed tests for
participants was as follows: 2 times for 625, 3 times for 285, and 4 times for 152 participants. Only one test (in the neonatal period) was
performed for 86 patients.

Except for hearing loss in a newborn with profound BTD, there was no patient with clinical signs of BTD during the follow-up. Patients
whose enzyme activity was not measured in the neonatal period or who were diagnosed with BTD at an older age were excluded from the
study.

Determination of biochemical phenotype groups

The biochemical phenotypes were classi�ed based on the highest biotinidase enzyme activity value over different time points after four
sequential tests. The highest test value was assigned as the highest measurement from the four tests performed at different time points
during the follow-up. Biochemical phenotyping is divided into four groups based on biotinidase enzyme activity (19): profound (≤ 10% of
the healthy children), partial (10.1-30%), heterozygous (30.1-66.5%), and normal (>66.6%).

Clinical classi�cation

In terms of clinical classi�cation, the profound and partial groups were named the Treated group, while those not given biotin were de�ned
as the untreated group, since the heterozygous and normal groups displayed su�cient enzyme activity levels. Oral biotin treatments of 10
mg/day (in profound) and 5 mg/day (in partial) were given according to enzyme activity. In cases with genotype-phenotype discrepancy,
the treatment decision was made based on enzyme activity level, including actual clinical course, considering the poor genotype-phenotype
correlation in BTD. 

Enzyme Activity Measurement
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All enzyme activity measurements were performed on serum samples. The colorimetric method was used to measure quantitative enzyme
activity throughout the period of the study. After centrifugation, serum samples were stored at -80°C until analysis. The collection and
transfer of the samples to the laboratory where the analysis was carried out were ensured by complying with the cold chain conditions that
preserve the stability of biotinidase. Prior and throughout the analysis, the temperature conditions that preserve the stability of biotinidase
were maintained for patients’ sera. The colorimetric method was used to measure quantitative enzyme activity throughout the period of the
study. Biotinyl-p-aminobenzoic acid was used as the substrate. After incubation, 100 µl of trichloroacetic acid was added to 10 µl of
supernatant, and 100 µl of new supernatant obtained after centrifugation was added to the wells. Then, the obtained samples were
incubated with reagent 1-2-3, respectively. The adsorbents obtained were read using the spectrophotometer device (BioTek Instruments,
Winooski, VT, USA) at a wavelength of 570 nanometers. Just prior to analysis of each set of patient sample sera, the positive (low) and
normal (control) serum pools obtained according to literature guidelines and manufacturer's instructions were used to perform quality
control (14). Strict temperature control was also kept for positive and control serum pools. For intra-assay precision, controls (n=22)
generally showed that the CV was less than 10%. For inter-assay precision, controls within normal limits (n=10) generally showed that the
CV was less than 10%. The normal reference range was 3.5-13.8nmol/min/mL The biochemical phenotype groups were assigned by the
mean enzyme activity of healthy children (7.5 nmol/min/mL). Enzyme activity of >66.5% above was considered as 100%.

Molecular analysis

 DNA was isolated by using Sanger sequence method (AB 3130 XL) after ampli�cation with PCR (Maxwell RSC Whole Blood DNA
kitPromega, USA). The intronic regions and known mutation regions (1, 2, 3 and 4. Exons) for the BTD gene were scanned (forward and
reverse chain). Ensemblgen scanner (genomic reference NM000060, transcript ID ENST00000643237.3) was used as the reference
sequence for the BTD gene. 

 The published database or pub med was used to name the mutations called severe or mild. Clinical signi�cance and variant pathogenicity
for the BTD gene were evaluated using Varsome (https://varsome.com), Clinvar, Mutationtester (www.mutation taster.org), pubmed and
Ensembl (https://www.ensembl.org). 

Determination of the Concordance between Genotype and Biochemical Phenotypes

The genotypes were classi�ed into 7 subgroups according to the severity of the variants in both alleles (19): (a) Severe(S)-Severe
(homozygote, HMZ), (b) Severe-Severe (compound heterozygote, C/H), (c) Severe-Mild (M) (C/H), (d) Severe-No (heterozygote, HTZ), (e)
Mild-Mild (HMZ), (f) Mild-Mild (C/H), and (g) Mild-No(HTZ). The expected enzyme activity groups for each genotype were determined as
follows: Severe-Severe (HMZ and C/H); Profound, Severe-Mild (C/H); Partial, Severe-No (HTZ); Heterozygous, Mild-Mild (HMZ and C/H);
Heterozygous, Mild-No; and Normal. Expected enzyme activity groups according to genotype and observed groups were compared and then
the compatibility was calculated between genotype and biochemical phenotype.

Statistics

The statistical analyses were performed by using Statistical Package for Social Sciences version 22.0 (IBM Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). For
continuous variables, normality of distribution was con�rmed using the Shapiro-Wilk test. Statistical analyzes related to biotinidase
enzyme activity were performed on the values of participants who had four consecutive enzyme activity measurements One-way repeated
ANOVA test was used to detect the signi�cant difference between age and mean enzyme activity measurements in phenotype groups. Chi-
Square test was used to determine the signi�cance between expected and observed enzyme activity groups. Spearman rho correlation test
was used to determine the following correlations: a) Correlation between the enzyme activation groups in the �rst and subsequent tests. b)
Correlation between age and enzyme activities.

Results
Biochemical phenotype groups and measurements of biotinidase enzyme activity

According to biochemical phenotyping based on the highest biotinidase activity values over different time points, the distribution of all
cases (n=711) was as follows: 22 (3%) profound, 95 (13.4%) partial, 333 (46.8%) heterozygous, and 261 (36.7%) of the normal groups. Of
them, 117 (16.4%) were in the treated group requiring biotin treatment, while the remaining 594 (83.6%) were in the untreated group. Of the
participants, 325 (45.8%) were female. Table 1 shows the mean ages of testing performed at different time points, the mean enzyme
activity determined for each test time, and the distribution of total cases undergoing four tests (n=152) in each group. There was a
difference between the phenotypic groups for the age of the �rst test (p=0.015). The mean biotinidase enzyme activities were signi�cant
between biochemical phenotype groups based on highest test values over different periods after four sequential
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tests(8.08±4.30, 20.33±6.44 , 39.33±29.30, and 73.28±27.56 in the profound, partial, heterozygous, and normal groups, respectively)
(p=0.012) (Figure 1). In the profound and partial groups, there was no difference in the mean enzyme activity levels between four tests
performed over different time points, there were no differences (p=0.525; p=0.483), but the differences were signi�cant in the heterozygous
and normal groups (p=0.016; p<0.001, respectively) (Table 1). A signi�cant difference was also found between four consecutive enzyme
activity levels in the untreated group (heterozygous plus normal) (p <0.001). When analyzed, it was found that this signi�cance in the
heterozygous and normal groups was due to the differences between the �rst test and the other tests (second,third, and fourth tests). In
untreated group (heterozygous and/or normal), the mean enzyme activity in the �rst test during the neonatal period was lower than in those
other consecutive tests over different time points (p<0.001).

Changes in the number of participants in the biochemical phenotype groups during follow-up 

The number of cases with BTD in the biochemical phenotype groups assigned based on the �rst measurement was 59, 217, 314, and 121
in the profound, partial, heterozygous, and normal groups, respectively. When the cases were classi�ed based on the highest measurement
value over different time points, the number of cases were 22 (change: -37; -62.7%), 95 (change:-122; -56.2%), 333 (change:+19; +6%), and
261 (change:+140; +115%), respectively (Figure 2). Figure 2 shows that the number of cases changing and remaining the same in the
groups based on the �rst test and the highest enzyme activity values.

Distribution of alleles in the biochemical phenotype groups

Among the total alleles (n=811 alleles) the most common was p.D444H, (c.1330G > C) (n=385, 47.7%). The next two alleles with a high
frequency were p.R157H, (c.470G>A) (n=149, 18.3%) and p p.C33Ffs (c.198_104delGCGGCTGinsTCC (n=73, 9%). The distribution of alleles
detected depending on biochemical phenotypes is given in Table 2. There were 11 cases with the p.D444H, (c.1330G > C) HMZ genotype
presented with profound (n=3) and partial (n=8) BTD. Of the p.D444H (c.1330G > C) variants, 337 (87.5%) were distributed into
heterozygous or normal phenotype groups. Rare alleles including novel variants were called “Other alleles”.   The rare alleles were as
follows: p.C186Y (c.557G>A), p.C143F (c.482G>T), p.C418S (C.1253 G>C), p. p.F128S (C.383 T>C), p.G45R (c.133G>A), p.M86R (c.257T>G),
p.L215F (c.643 C>T), p.M86R (c.257T>G), p.N214S (c.641 A>G), p.N402S (c.1205A>G), p.P497S (c.1489C>T), p.R148H (c.443G>A),
p.T351KFs (c.1052delC), p.V457M (c.1369G>A), p.Q511E (c.1531C>G), p.W140Ter (c.419G>A), p.Y454C (c.1361A>C), p.Y93C (c.278A>G).
Nine variants were accepted as “novel” since they could not be detected in the speci�ed databases. The novel variants were as
follows: p.A101T (C.301 G>A), p.D260Y (c.778 G>T), E64G (c.191A>G), p.G480E(c.1439G>A), p.Q257H, p.G537W(C.1609_1611 delinsTGA),
p.G343V(c.1028G>T), p.H518R (c.1553 A>G), p.V199delCGT (c.594_596DEL CGT).

No mutation was detected in 55 cases (n=55, 7.7%). Of all cases, 306 (47%) were HTZ, 193 (29%) were HMZ, and 157 (24%) were C/H. The
distribution of zygosity according to the phenotype groups is shown in Table 2.

Distribution of genotype groups

The most common allele pairs were determined as follows: p.D44H (c.1330G > C)-p.D444H (c.1330G > C)  (n=141/19.8%), p.D444H
(c.1330G > C)-No mutation (n=112/15.7%), p.R157H(c.470G>A)-No mutation (n=65/9.1%), p.R157H (c.470G>A)-p.D444H(c.1330G > C)
 (n=53/7.4%). The frequency and distribution of other allele pairs to genotype groups are given in Figure 3. The distribution of genotype
groups classi�ed according to severity was determined as follows: S-No; 181 (25%), M-M;163(23%), M-No; 125(18%), S-M;124(17%), S-
S;63(9%). Distribution percentages of genotype groups according to phenotypes are given in Figure 3. 

Genotype-biochemical phenotype concordance

When genotype and biochemical phenotypes were compared, the concordance was 50.7% (Table 3). While the concordance rate was found
to be lower in the severe genotypes, it was higher in mild mutations. However, variable frequencies were determined according to the
speci�c allele pair in the groups  When the heterozygous group was added to the normal group, concordance rates were as follows: 95%,
91%, 96.8%, and 96.3% for S-no, M-M, M-no, and no mutation genotype groups. Then, global concordance rate was 72.2% (Table 3). 

Correlations related to mean enzyme activity

There was a moderate correlation between both in the partial group (r=0.605; p=0.035), while weak correlation was found in the profound
group (r=363; p=0.001). Except for the partial group, no signi�cant correlation was found between the �rst test and the other tests over
different time points in the other groups.

There was a moderate correlation between biotinidase enzyme activity (%) and age (days) in heterozygous and normal biochemical
phenotype groups in �rst months (r=0.573) (Figure 4). However, no correlations between age and biotinidase enzyme activity were found in
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the profound and partial groups (r=0.112, r=0.089, respectively). 

Discussion
This study reveals long-term follow-up consequences for patients diagnosed with BTD. Most of the reports related to BTD are cross-
sectional studies, and they involve the neonatal or early infant period (5, 8, 20). Most previous evaluations were performed with single
measurement results, while the present study reports the long-term consequences of genotype-phenotype association with the change in
consecutive biotinidase enzyme activity results.

In most previous studies, a higher frequency of profound and partial BTD forms was reported in the literature (5, 20, 21). The frequency of
profound BTD determined based on the �rst test results of this study was found to be similar to (8.2%) these previous reports. However, in
the biochemical phenotyping performed on the highest enzyme activity values obtained during the 4-year follow-up, the percentage of
profound BTD decreased to 3%. Fifty-�ve patients were classi�ed as profound according to the �rst enzyme activity values performed in the
neonatal period. Of these, 16 were assigned the partial, 13 were heterozygous, and 7 were assigned the Normal biochemical group during
long-term follow-up. Similarly, of the 217 patients considered in the partial group with the �rst test, 91 and 49 were placed in heterozygous
and normal groups, respectively, during the follow-up. Similar changes were observed in the heterozygous group. The vast majority of these
changes occurred within the �rst three months of life. It was determined that the difference between the �rst test and the other tests was
due to an increase in enzyme activity values during follow-up. The mean enzyme activity in the neonatal period was found to be lower than
other tests performed later. Correlation tests performed in untreated groups (heterozygous plus normal) show a positive correlation between
age and enzyme activity in the �rst three months. However, there was no correlation of age with biotinidase activity in the profound and
partial groups since enzyme activity does not increase with age.

Biotinidase enzyme activity level is reported to be the lowest in the �rst days of life, but increases within the following days (5). Therefore,
low enzyme activity levels can be predicted in early neonatal con�rmation tests with screening performed in the �rst postnatal period.
However, the course of low activity levels later in life has not been adequately studied. Our study results indicate that biotinidase activity
results increase with age in the �rst months of life in infants who had normal enzyme activity. This gradual increase was not seen in
patients assigned to the profound and partial groups based on the highest enzyme activity values over different time points. In the
untreated group, this pattern seems to re�ect the age-related physiological changes in the activity of the biotinidase (16). Screening time for
BTD may coincide with the neonatal period when the biotinidase activity level is low. This situation may lead to an overdiagnosis of BTD if
satis�ed with a single con�rmation test for enzyme level.

The variability in biotinidase activity is in�uenced by the factors arising from various clinical conditions as well as the natural course.
These include premature, environmental temperature, transfer conditions of the samples, hyperbilirubinemia, and perinatal asphyxia (14,
22). The necessity of evaluating the effects of possible perinatal factors in the �rst test with the subsequent con�rmatory tests coincides
with the study objectives. These �ndings reveal that the single measurement in the neonatal period is not satisfactory current enzyme
activity level, and long-term follow-up with sequential tests to determine biochemical phenotypes in BTD is needed.

The most common variants found were p.D444H (c.1330G > C), p.R157H (c.470G>A), and p.C33Ffs (c.198_104delGCGGCTGinsTCC) (10).
Although p.D444H (c.1330G > C) was a mild variant, it was found to be associated with profound group in 3 HMZ cases (p.D444H(c.1330G
> C)-p.D444H(c.1330G > C), partial group in 8 cases with HMZ p.D444H(c.1330G > C)-p.D444H(c.1330G > C), and partial group in 3 HTZ
cases (p.D444H(c.1330G > C) -No). Contrary to expectations, the p.D444H (c.1330G > C) variant has been reported in previous studies as
well, with an association of more severe biochemical phenotypes (20,23). This may be due to the additional contribution of epigenetic
factors or double mutations consisting of undetectable severe variant combinations (24). Given that higher rate of consanguineous
marriages are common in our region, complex mutations appear to be more frequent (19, 25). p.R157H (c.470G>A) was the most common
severe variant. However, contrary to the expected phenotype for this genotype, it was found to be a heterozygous biochemical phenotype in
two cases with HMZ (R157H (c.470G>A)-R157H(c.470G>A) ), normal biochemical phenotype in one case with HMZ, and normal enzyme
activity group in 32 heterozygous genotype (R157H(c.470G>A) -No). It was found that the p.C33Ffs (c.198_104delGCGGCTGinsTCC)
variant was seen more frequently in our study, unlike other reports (20, 21). Contrary to expectations, normal group was detected in 12
p.C33Ffs (c.198_104delGCGGCTGinsTCC) heterozygous genotype (p.C33Ffs (c.198_104delGCGGCTGinsTCC)-No) cases. Unlike the
expected phenotype, milder enzyme activities were observed in severe variant alleles such as p.Q456H(c.1368A>C) and
p.T532M(c.1595C>T).

Genotype-phenotype discordance may result from characteristics of biotinidase and circumstances involving enzyme measurements (3,
14). The increase in enzyme maturation and activity appears with age. This physiological feature can alter the biochemical phenotypes. In
the present study, phenotyping was performed based on the highest activity value during the long-term period, allowing for changes in
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enzyme activity to be monitored. On the other hand, individual differences in Km kinetics of biotinidase or preanalytical conditions, such as
neonatal jaundice, prematurity, temperature, storage and transport conditions, or problems with the analytical method, such as
quanti�cation and calibration issues,can also affect enzyme activity measurements (14). One of the important challenges in determining
the biochemical phenotype is that the biotinidase stability is very sensitive to ambient temperature. Therefore, insu�cient temperature
conditions during the preanalytical process lead to a decrease in enzyme activity (14). A previous study reported that the stability of
biotinidase was maintained for 2 hours at room temperature, one day at 4 °C, and four months between –20 °C and –80 °C (26). If
temperature control was not strictly maintained, lower results would be obtained inadvertently instead of expected higher enzyme activity
values for milder genotypes, which will lead to genotype-phenotype mismatch. The data obtained from our study were performed under
rigorous preanalytical (cold chain-temperature controlled) conditions that preserve the stability of biotinidase enzyme activity for both
patient samples and positive/control sera. The main reason for the inconsistency of our study results with previous studies is not the
limitations of biochemical or molecular analysis methods, but the changes seen in biotinidase activity with age in the long-term follow-up.
The present study results were based on the classi�cation established according to the highest value at different time points, contrary to
most previous studies, which were content with single test results in the neonatal period. In our study, 86 patients had only one test
performed in the neonatal period. In contrast to falsely lower results due to possible insu�cient temperature conditions, higher enzyme
activities were detected in the long-term follow-up, even in the more severe genotypes in our study. The results of our study generally reveal
that there is an increasing pattern in enzyme activity with age in long-term follow-up, which naturally leads to a shift from more severe to
milder biochemical phenotypes. Therefore, we hope that our study results will be a source for further studies to understand the
inconsistencies in the genotype-phenotype relationship (molecular basis and environmental in�uence).

Another reason for genotype-phenotype mismatch in long-term follow-up is that the biotinidase activity of healthy newborns is as low as
50-70% of adults (14). Ideally, each laboratory should establish its own normal reference ranges for neonates. Otherwise, a discrepancy
may be seen in the biochemical phenotypes performed between the neonatal period and later ages. The long-term results of our study
provide an important contribution in this respect. The values equal to or close to the cut-off values determined for biochemical phenotypes
are also one of the reasons that lead to challenges in biochemical classi�cation. Limit values determined especially for profound-partial
and partial-heterozygous groups may cause di�culties to make a decision to start treatment clinically. In our study, we found results equal
to or close (±10%) to the cut-off values in 23 patients.

Ten patients with p.C33Ffs*36 (c.98_104d7i3) homozygote were also found to have a heterozygous phenotype in 3 of them, contrary to the
expected biochemical phenotype. Moreover, the highest values in 6 patients with profound phenotype were found to be close to the cut-off
values in long-term follow-up. These �ndings contradict the literature data for the well-known pathogenic variant p.C33Ffs*36
(c.98_104d7i3) (stop codon in the data beginning " of BTD, resulting in "early" truncated protein) (6). One of the reasons for inconsistency is
that the biochemical classi�cation was established based on the highest value in long-term follow-up. The biochemical phenotype
expected for the genotype (p.C33Ffs*36 (c.98_104d7i3 homozygote)) was determined change with age and there is a need for
reassessment on possible causes of this mismatch. On the other hand, it should be noted that although there is a well-known pathogen
variant, there is no evidence of functional analysis in databases. The presence of another undetected variant may also be another reason
for this incompatibility.

In the present study, contrary to the expected heterozygous biochemical phenotype for p.D444H (c.1330G> C) homozygous, it was
determined as a profound phenotype in three patients. When the biochemical enzyme activities of the patients were re-evaluated, it was
noticed that three patients had a single enzyme activity measurement taken in the neonatal period, and the biochemical classi�cation was
made according to these values. Moreover, two had close to the cut-off values. We suggest that the discrepancy between biochemical
phenotyping and this genotype is due to single measurement and/or close to the cutoff values. On the other hand, when p.D444H
(c.1330G> C) homozygous cases co-inherited with the double cis p.A171T (c.511G> A) variant, they present as biochemically profound as
opposed to the expected mild phenotype ( 24).

Contrary to the expected profound biochemical phenotype of 23 children with p.R157H homozygote, which is known to be a pathogenic
variant, 17 were partial, two heterozygous, and one normal biochemical phenotype. There is a marked inconsistency with literature data
(27). In our study, it should be considered again that the biochemical phenotyping was performed according to the highest enzyme activity
result obtained from many tests performed at different time intervals in long-term follow-up. As a matter of fact, if the biochemical
phenotyping was performed according to the �rst test results in our study, 9 of 23 patients would be classi�ed as profound (40%). We think
that one of the important reasons for the inconsistency with the literature data is this difference.

In the �rst tests, 7 and 49 patients were consistent with profound and partial phenotypes, respectively, while they were classi�ed as normal
phenotypes according to the highest value obtained from the tests performed at different time points (Figure 2). Inconsistent with the
increase in enzyme activity with age, a shift from more severe to milder biochemical phenotypes was observed, not vice versa. In the case
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of a mismatch due to a problem with biochemical analyses, the opposite could be expected. These results are derived from 1773 total test
results in a large number of patients (n=711). We suggest that the reason for this shift from more severe phenotypes in the neonatal period
to the normal group at later ages may be due to the fact that the enzyme activity in the neonatal period. These discrepancies can be further
reduced when corrected for newborn-speci�c references.

Contrary to expectations for p.Q456H homozygous cases, which is a severe variant, the biochemically heterozygous (>30%) phenotype has
never been reported in the literature. However, in our study, one of these cases had 33% enzyme activity when he was 15 months old. We
also suggest that the difference with the literature is due to the conditions mentioned above.

Dietary intake of adequate biotin may also prevent symptoms from appearing (28). It is suggested that these cases may be symptomatic,
such as acute hearing loss after metabolic stresses are exposed at later ages. In the present study, genotype-biochemical phenotype
compatibility was 50.7%, which appears to be lower than the previously reported data (19, 21). However, when the heterozygous group was
added to the normal group (untreated group), concordance rates were as follows: 95%, 91%, 96.8%, and 96.3% for the S-no, M-M, M-no, and
no mutation genotype groups. Thus, the global concordance rate was 72.2%. The concordance was particularly low for the profound and
partial groups (25% and 29.6%, respectively).

To date, over 200 pathogenic variants have been identi�ed for the BTD gene (10). However, compatibility with the predicted phenotype for
each variant is not always clear enough (29). Cases that are asymptomatic despite having pathologically de�ned variants, or vice versa,
may be seen (30). Promising explanations to clarify our understanding of this mismatch come from studies investigating the relationship
between single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and phenotypes. The effect of SNP is gaining more interest to explain the genotype-
phenotype relationship (31). SNPs are the most common cause of variants in the genome, and can be neutral or functional. Furthermore,
SNPs can affect gene structure and functions by creating nucleotide changes on genes (32). A large number of novel polymorphic variants
for the BTD gene are reported every day in various countries. Possible rich combinations of pathogenic variants may lead to diversi�cation
of clinical phenotypes, in particular, in countries such as Turkey, Saudi Arabia, and Jordan, where there are high rates of consanguineous
marriage (13, 21, 33). These polymorphic variant combinations also make it di�cult to predict the expected phenotype. Apart from that, the
expected profound phenotype for the p.R157H (c.470G> A) homozygous variant was previously identi�ed as pathogenic, while of them, 17,
2 and1 were classi�ed as partial, heterozygous, and normal group in our cohort. Again, three partial and one heterozygous variants were
detected, while the expected profound for the p.R157H (c.470G> A) homozygous variant was detected. SNPs can also complicate the
asymptomatic carrier rate and genotype-phenotype compatibility (32, 34). It was reported that some of cases with pathogenic variants were
asymptomatic (35) In a previous study, it was reported that the father of a Hungarian child with BTD remained asymptomatic despite
having the same variant. The newborn had a partial (enzyme activity 21%) phenotype biochemically. The enzyme activity value of the
father was not de�ned in the paper. However, some of the patients who have a partial phenotype biochemically may be asymptomatic, and
it is sometimes a matter of discussion whether these patients should be treated or not. One of the explanation for these situations is that
low penetrance causes a milder phenotype (30).

Another issue contributing to genotype-phenotype discordance is the uncertainty created by novel variants and patients with BTD without
any mutations (36). Clinicians can face the inability to determine whether novel variants are polymorphism or pathogenic states. In some
patients with BTD, no mutation may be detected due to molecular analysis limitations, which may cause di�culties in predicting genotype-
phenotype matching. (37). No mutations were found in the 55 participants in the current cohort. In addition, ten novel variants were
identi�ed that were not detected in the databases. Molecular diagnostic di�culties resulting from these patients point to a signi�cant
contribution to the total allele pool.

Another important reason for the high frequency of discrepancy is the lack of segregation analysis from parents. Unfortunately, we could
not analyze family segregation for all parents, except110 parents in our study. This approach guides the decision of biotin treatment and
predicts the clinical course, genetic counseling, and identifying carrier states. It may also be more important due to the genetic
heterogeneity caused by autosomal recessive diseases such as BTD, especially in regions where consanguineous marriages are intense,
such as the center where the present study was conducted. Therefore, we recommend familial segregation analysis for patients with
genotype-phenotype discrepancy.

Conclusion
The present study reveals that the biotinidase activity increase with age. and there is low genotype-biochemical phenotype concordance in
the neonatal period. This indicates the importance of the monitoring the course of biotinidase enzyme activities for a longer period of time
to determine the treatment decision.
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Tables
Table 1: Comparison of  mean biotinidase activities by sequential four tests in the biochemical phenotype subgroups classi�ed depend on
highest enzyme activity over different time periods
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Relevant
clinical
phenotypes

Biochemcial
phenotype

 

Patients
performed
 sequential
four tests

(n)

Mean
enzyme
activity

Mean
testing
age
±SD
(days)

Biotinidase enzyme activity measurements (mean ezyme activity,
±SD)

 

First test Second test Third test Fourth test p

 

 

 

Treated 

Profound 

(n=22)

F/M (10/12)

 

  Age at
testing
timeβ 

19.56±8.22 71.98±23.63 216.34±75.34 280.45±90.56  

(n=8) Mean
enzyme
activity

8.68±2.54 6.67±3.19 8.16±2.95 6.16±2.34 0.525

F/M (4/4)            

Partial 

(n=95)

F/M (54/40)

  Age at
testing
timeβ

27.33±14.73 66.43±42.74 231.34±80.23 486.21±182.42  

(n=33) Mean
enzyme
activity 

18.03±6.21 19.27±6.48 16.48±7.40 18.36±10.21 0.483

F/M
(23/10)

           

 

 

 

 

Untreated 

Heterozygous    Age at
testing
timeβ

34.79±14.58 55.31±22.37 177.63±95.36 558.72±218.34  

(n=333) (n=61) Mean
enzyme
activity

26.66±10.61 29.41±11.96 32.76±14.10 35.91±14.98 0.016*

F/M
(151/182)

F/M
(27/34)

           

Normal    Age at
testing
timeβ

37.38±22.10 49.30±13.89 154.57±87.54 387.53±176.40  

(n=261) (n=50) Mean
enzyme
activity

42.59±31.90 52.09±31.90 68.18±41.41 73.04±34.58 <0.001*

F/M
(110/151)

F/M
(21/29)

           

Heterozgous
plus Normal  

(n=594)

F/M
(261/333)

  Age at
testing
timeβ

30.33±20.41 54.65±22.72 211.44±110.45 542.65±198.54  

(n=111) Mean
enzyme
activity 

33.83±24.07 39.62±25.69 48.71±34.97 50.56±29.46 <0.001*

F/M
(49/62)

           

βdays ±SD:standart deviation  BTD biotinidase de�ciency. Enzyme activity (%): profound (0-10); partial (10.1-30); heterozygous (30.1-66.5);
normal (>66.6) Enzyme activity is given percent (%) of mean reference ranges of healthy children.  One-way repeated measure ANOVA  test
was used in children performed four sequential test over different time periods.   Biochemical phenotypes were classi�ed depend on
highest enzyme activity over different time periods after four sequential tests.

*p value is signi�ant at<0.05  
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Table 2:The distribution of the most common alleles between the biochemical phenotype groups based on highest enzyme activity over
different time periods and mean enzyme activity values for the �rst test in neonatal period and the highest test over different time point in  
each  group

HMZ:homozygote  HTZ: heterozygote  C/H: compound heterozygote no: not detectable.  Enzyme activities (%): profound (0-10), partial
(10.1-30), heterozygous (30.1-66.5), normal (>66.6). *Biochemical phenotypes were classi�ed based on highest enzyme activity over
different tme points after four sequential tests. due to p.H323R, (c.968A>G) variant is only one variant mean value was not calculated. Β

The number of tests: Total number of biotindase enzyme activity measurements performed over different time points

Table 3: The concordance between genotype and biochemical phenotype  
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* Biochemical phenotypes were classi�ed based on highest enzyme activity over different tme points after four sequential tests   no: not
detactable. Biochemical phenotypes based on enzyme activity (%): profound (0-10); partial (10.1-30); heterozygous (30.1-66.5); normal
(>66.6) Enzyme activity is given percent (%) of mean reference ranges of healthy children.  When the heterozygous group was added to the
normal group, concordance rates were as follows: 95%, 91%, 96.8%, and 96.3% for S-no, M-M, M-no, and no mutation genotype groups.

Figures
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Figure 1

The mean biotinidase enzyme activities between biochemical phenotype groups based on highest test values over different time points
after four sequential tests. Biochemical pheotypes were class�ed based on the highest enzyme activity over different time points after four
sequential test. Minumum and maximum enzyme activity values (%) for each biochemical phenotype: Profund (min-max 3-9.9 ); Partial
(min-max 13-30); Heterozygous (min-max 31-66); Normal (min-max 67-220) One way ANOVA test used. p is signi�cant <0.05

Figure 2
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Changes in the number of participants in the biochemical phenotype groups based on the �rst enzyme activity in the neonatal period and
the highest enzyme activity over different time points after four sequential tests * The number of participants whose biochemical group did
not change based-on �rst test during the neonatal period and the highest test performed over different time points. Biochemical phenotypes
based on enzyme activity (%): profound (0-10); partial (10.1-30); heterozygous (30.1-66.5); normal (>66.6) Enzyme activity is given percent
(%) of mean reference ranges of healthy children.

Figure 3

The distribution of most common mutations with allele-speci�c by genotype group S:severe M:mild HMZ: homozygote HTZ: heterozygote
C/H: compound heterozygote
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Figure 4

Correlation between biotinidase enzyme activity (%) and age (days) in heterozygous plus normal biochemical phenotype groups in �rst
months Pearson correlation test was used in untreated group (n=111) (heterozygous (n=61) plus normal (n=50) biochemcial phenotype).
Participants consist of dignosed with heterozygous and normal biochemical phenotypes based on the highest test after four sequential test
over different time points


